**Advanced Rotary Cutter (ARC)**

The Advanced Rotary Cutter is a unique sub-surface monorail bearing system and twin cutting wheels it is truly in a class of its own. There is no overhead guide mechanism to obscure the cut line and the mechanism cannot distort under heavy cutting pressure. The two tungsten steel cutting wheels give unrivaled performance and long life with two way cutting.

The Advanced Rotary Cutter is capable of cutting the thinnest tissue and film, flexible sheet materials, thin cardboard or chip board, aluminum plate up to .004, plastics, and paper; cleanly, safely and precisely.

Superbly styled and built with an extruded silver anodized all-aluminum base, the Keencut Advanced Rotary Cutter is designed to give years of peak performance.

**Table-Edge Rotary Trimmer (TE)**

When space is at a premium, the Table-Edge Rotary Trimmer is the perfect solution for cutting large format materials, turning your existing table into a complete print finishing station. The mounting plate with pre-drilled, counter-sunk holes butts flush to the edge of your table.

The Table-Edge trimmer cuts in both directions using the same patented technology as the ARC.

---

### Item # | Description | Item # | ARC Accessories
---|---|---|---
60606 | 42” ARC | 62362 | Stand for 42” ARC
60609 | 60” ARC | 62365 | Stand for 60” ARC
60613 | 80” ARC | 62366 | Stand for 80” ARC
60611 | 100” ARC | 62367 | Stand for 100” ARC
60612 | 120” ARC | 62368 | Stand for 120” ARC
60630 | 40” TE | 62352 | Stand Pack for 42” ARC
60631 | 60” TE | 62355 | Stand Pack for 60” ARC
60632 | 80” TE | 62356 | Stand Pack for 80” ARC
60633 | 100” TE | 62358 | Stand Pack for 100” ARC
60634 | 120” TE | 62359 | Stand Pack for 120” ARC
69122 | Replacement Cutting Head (ARC & TE) | 69208 | 36” extended measuring arm
69124 | Replacement Cutting Wheels (ARC & TE) *for black head only* |  | 

5-year general warranty on all parts (except blades, clamping strips and cutting wheels).
20-year warranty on the bearings used in the cutting head.